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Our Vision
Extraordinary experiences for children,
sparking creativity and change.

Our Focus

The Spark offer the highest quality cultural experiences to children, young people

with communities

and their families. We offer space for children to discover their own skills, passions
and potential as audiences, learners and creators.

On Your Doorstep
Our work in partnership

At Your School
Our work in partnership

We do this through commissioning high quality, diverse and innovative
programmes; organising a bold and imaginative children’s arts festival that

with schools

excites and inspires audiences and has something to say about the world in

In Your Venue

which we live; and by championing cultural education activity locally to ensure

Our work with cultural

that children in Leicester/shire flourish through rich and adventurous experiences,

partners across the city

no matter where they start in life.
Co-curation with partners, schools, communities and families ensures we are able
adapt to changing needs and support conditions for everyone to thrive, whatever
the circumstance. In changing times it also provides us with an opportunity to

In 2019 / 20

restate the value of social inter-action and re-connect with our young audiences:
enabling their creative voices to be heard.
The Spark will continue to be as thought-provoking as it is fun, whilst raising
aspirations and boosting health and wellbeing.

Our Core Values
•

A fair and safe environment where everyone is valued

•

The space for big ideas to grow

•

We are curious and love learning

•

Empowering children & young people to be amazing

Over

26,400
imaginations sparked
at

886
performances
& family events

.

< Festival Takeover
Young people take over Curve as programmers, planners and volunteers
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The Spark Festival
Extraordinary arts experiences for young
people aged 0 - 13 years in schools, theatres
and community venues across the city.
The 2020 Festival was the first in its new February slot on the calendar and was a
resounding success with over 14,000 people experiencing unforgettable cultural events.
The festival is at the core of The Spark’s activity and continues to be an important part of
the cultural offer to young people, presenting the best of world culture and sparking
creativity in unexpected places.
Extending beyond 7 days, the festival is a catalyst for 365 days of opportunity, embedding
The Spark in to the local learning curriculum, co-curating work with the community and
working with families to ensure a year long development of work for young people.
Partnerships are key to the festival. Through a process of co-curation, we ensure our
programmes are not only ambitious but relevant to people’s lives. Working both with
communities and the major cultural venues in the city we are well placed to facilitate
meaningful activity with children through culture.

“Excellent! Can’t believe we were a part of this! It was an amazing,
interactive experience. Something special and out of the ordinary.”

7

days

30
venues

100
events
over

14,000
attendees

Festival Audience Member - Plock!

“Holidays are more fun with The Spark Festival.”
Participant at Belgrave Library

“It really was the best week of back to back wonderful theatre,
stories, dance and music - so special seeing it in the context of
schools and community. A rare and unique opportunity for us all!
And I'm only now digesting what an exceptional and privileged
experience it was to be a part of it all.” Festival Delegate

< Peut-Être Theatre Tidy Up
On Your Doorstep performances in libraries for early years audiences
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Children as Creators
The Spark Festival provides a platform for young people’s voices and an
opportunity to discover their own skills, passions and potential.

Powerful Words - Children as Poets
Internationally acclaimed storyteller and poet Owen Craven-Griffiths, aka John
Berkavitch, worked with 120 ambitious year 5 poets over 10 weeks, building on
skills to write and create their own work and giving a platform for their voices. All
participants performed in an inter-school Poetry Slam and each poem was
published in a printed souvenir anthology presented to all participants and
available online for all.

Our World - Children as Musicians
Brazilian composer and percussionist Adriano Adewale worked as artist in
residence in 3 Leicester schools, each creating their own sound worlds using
percussion, drums, voices and junk instruments. Everyone came together to
perform two special performances with Adriano and his band. A concert at the Y
Theatre and a VIP celebration in front of a audience which included HRH The
Prince of Wales and HRH The Duchess of Cornwall.

Festival Takeovers - Children as Programmers
The Spark handed over responsibility to curate activities in two of the city’s
leading cultural venues, Curve and New Walk Museum & Art Gallery. Creativity
Councils from four schools took the responsibility of managing, budgeting,
commissioning and running two takeover events. Both venues were transformed
into creative playgrounds for children and their families, connecting children,
schools and cultural venues to support a love of learning, development of skills,
social bonds and well being.

“It inspired me at the end of the
day. I always run home, I run
into my bedroom, get a sheet
of paper and always write
poems down because when
Owen sees us on Wednesdays
he always gives us big ideas”
Powerful Words participant

11

schools

133

sessions

286
children

“Thank you for making the kids be proud of their achievements.”
Parent of participant at New Walk Museum

< Children as poets
Powerful Words performed during the 2020 Poetry Slam
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Creative communities
In 2020 we increased the reach of the festival by co-curating a programme of
events directly with family groups from communities that have regular contact
with The Spark. We extended our regular ‘On Your Doorstep’ programme placing
Spark artists alongside the festival's usual mix of the best international work for
young people and families.

“Events like these are a lifeline
for my mental health”
Participant at BRITE Centre

Family groups worked with festival artists and staff to plan and deliver a Family
Festival Weekend of activities at the BRITE Centre (a community centre and
library in Braunstone); and at both the Belgrave Neighbourhood Centre and
Belgrave Library.
The opportunity for co-curation provided children with a platform to learn new
skills in planning, problem solving and working as a team, to curate ideas and
activities for other families to enjoy. Our families were cultural ambassadors,
championing creative activities and cultural experiences and promoting events
in their networks.

weekend
participants
survey

98%

The weekend centred around sell-out performances of IndoJazz (a concert of
South Asian jazz sounds by Arun Ghosh and his band) and Same Same… But
Different by Sonia Sabri Company (mixing Kathak, Hip Hop and contemporary
dance, with live music and physical storytelling).

make them feel
prouder of where
they live

The young people and families that took part, either as co-curators, volunteers or
festival visitors went away feeling that this was something for them - now and in
the future.

96%

Festival Takeover events supported by the National Lottery Community Fund

“It’s helped us voice what our families (expecially the kids) like
to see, watch & make. Initially I thought the project would just
be putting ideas in a hat. But I am amazed how much more it
has been”

make the
neighbourhood a
friendlier place

99%
want more events
like this

Core Family Group Participant

< Secret Storytelling
Storytelling in a local Sari shop as part of the Belgrave Family Takeover
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Vital Spark
Vital Spark works with artists who identify as Black, Asian or ethnically diverse and/or
D/deaf or Disabled through an artist development programme, commissioning
opportunities, and the production of new work.
Artists are at the centre of Vital Spark; their creativity and their perspectives are
the reason it exists. Across the year we have had the pleasure of working with a
broad range of artists whose unique skills and talents continue to be a source of
vital inspiration.

“I have been introduced to
a world that I didn’t know
existed!”
Sameena Khan
Development Programme Artist

Through conversations, go see trips and residencies, studio R&D and seed
commissions we engage in a myriad of possibilities regarding the future of
performance work for children and young people.

Ideas seeded include:
When I Hear Music - Chad Taylor
A fusion of high energy dance, Hip Hop music and emotive rap & spoken word
about resilience and wellbeing at a time of huge change for young people.
Look Mum No Hands - Daryl Beeton and Mimbre Theatre
Research and development of a new production using drama and acrobatics to
explore risk and independence. A show for 8-12 year olds
Vital Spark Artists
Jackie Hagan, Ashok Mistry, Shamser Sinha, Glenys Xavier,
Mellow Baku, Lucy Hayward, Sameena Khan, Takeshi Matsumoto,
Parmjit Sagoo, Chad Taylor
Vital Spark Associate Artists
Mahsuda Snaith, Akshay Sharma, David ‘Stickman’ Higgins,

You can follow the journey at www.vitalsparkblog

8

Artists on a
Development
Journey

6

Ideas seeded

13

Vital Spark Artists

245
strong
network

Vital Spark is supported by Arts Council England and Foyle Foundation

< A Seat at the Table
Vital Spark artists share their skills and talents at a Spark Festival delegates event
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Making Theatre for Libraries
Each year The Spark works with its Among Ideal Friends library partners to
produce bold and imaginative theatre for families in their communities. Over the
year The Spark worked with some of the UK’s most exciting theatre companies
creating theatrical performances on the doorstep of communities.
The Iron Man
a co-production with Graeae Theatre Company
Created specifically for school audiences featuring captivating puppetry and
playful storytelling. The show integrated British Sign Language and audio
description into this new adaptation.

“It was wonderful to see our deaf
children be so fully absorbed in
a performance, not just watching
a signer on the side of the stage”
Firbeck Academy

“Very exciting, almost cinematic,

The Girl of Ink and Stars
a Spark production commissioned by Inspire: Culture, Learning and Libraries
A new play by Satinder Chohan, based on the award winning book by Kiran
Millwood Hargrave. The performance used binaural sound and was presented
through headsets to give a 360 degree sound experience.

theatre in libraries experience

Stripey Honey… is very Yummy
by Mashi Theatre, a Big Imaginations commission in partnership
with The Spark Arts for Children & supported by The Dukes, Lancaster
A colourful and touching story set in the Sunderbans of Bengal and Bangladesh.

world in The Girl of Ink & Stars.

Among Ideal Friends transports theatre for families across a network of 55 libraries.
A partnership with Leicester City Council, Leicestershire County Council, Rutland
County Council, Nottingham City Council, Inspire: Culture, Learning and Libraries,
supported by Arts Council England Strategic Touring fund.

today courtesy of @thesparkarts.
Headphones were a great way to
draw us into a wonderful fantasy
Great stuff!”
Response on Social Media

88

performances
over

In addition, The Spark regularly works with Inspire: Culture, Learning and Libraries
and Leicester City Council’s libraries and neighbourhood services to deliver
performance programmes at other times of the year. A particular highlight was
Once Upon a Pillow Fight by contemporary circus company Upswing –
transforming the library into a gigantic bed complete with duvet, pillows and
awesome acrobatics.

3,000

audience members

1 in 5

never seen theatre with
their child before

< The Girl of Ink and Stars
Performance at St Barnabas Library
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Love Learning
Creative adventures and learning activities that take place in schools, libraries
and early years settings remain at the heart of our Festival and year round offer.
Whether its taking world class music, dance and theatre productions in to school
halls or co-designing learning with children, collaborating with teaching
professionals or leading the Cultural Education Partnership, we work to engender
a love of the arts, a love of learning and discovery and agency with and for
children and young people.

32

schools / nurseries

289

A snap shot of our learning activities over the year include;
Tiny Sparks and Small Wonders Artists and Musicians in residence in early
years and library settings.

sessions

2,827

SparkPlus our collaboration with teachers to provide a bank of experiential
learning ideas and teaching strategies for Festival performances

children

Creativity Councils delivered in partnership with 4 Leicester schools to give
children a voice about the creativity in their school and build their confidence and
the skills to use it.
The City Classroom Leicester(shires) gateway to high quality arts and cultural
learning. A local response to the Cultural Education Partnership which aims to
work with the arts, culture, heritage and schools to offer a consistent high quality
and broad learning offer for children and young people and staff.
The Spark works to create opportunities for children and young people to reach
their creative potential and to access the highest quality cultural experiences 365
days of the year.
Tiny Sparks was funded by Youth Music, with support from Talent25, John & Susan Bowers
Fund, Open Gate Trust, Edith Murphy Foundation
Small Wonders funded by Leicester City Council Neighbourhood Services and Arts Council
England.

“the sessions were really
inspiring, communicating
without

actual

words,

keeping

the

children

hooked and moving at all
times. The children got so
much

out

of

it,

they

couldn't wait to go again.”
Foundation Stage Teacher

SparkPlus and Creativity Councils supported by Paul Hamlyn Foundation

at Small Wonders

A Special Thank you to Cath Stokes and Mayflower Primary School, lead advisers in the
SparkPlus programme

< Poggle
Enjoying a SparkPlus performance at Poggle during the Spark Festival 2020
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Financial Report
The Spark receives National Portfolio Organisation funding from Arts Council
England and has received an uplift for the period April 2018- March 2022 to support
our Vital Spark programme. We are extremely grateful for their continued support.

The Spark Staff

The Spark Arts for Children continues to receive the majority of its income from
projects grants and grant dispersal across the breadth of our work in libraries,
schools and communities.

General Manager Harriet Roy

The charity also received welcome support from its corporate partners, Trusts &
Foundations and individual donors. We would particularly like to thank all those who
took part in the Family Firewalk Challenge, which made an important contribution
to our fundraising.

Projects Manager Gemma Bhagalia,
Nicola Middleton (maternity cover)

Our work in libraries continues to make up a significant part of our project work
expenditure, with artists in residence in Leicester City libraries, and an East
Midlands consortium, programming work for libraries in the region.
The Company holds a reserves fund in line with its Reserves Policy. In this period
some reserves were allocated to reinvest in delivery of the Spark Festival in its new
position in February.
Published accounts
Based on published accounts Sep 2018-Aug 2019 and forecast figures for Sep
2019 - Mar 2020.
The organisation has decided to move the company’s financial year to align with
the Festival move. There will be a short year reported September 2019 - March
2020 and thereafter the years will run from April to March.

Creative Producer Tara Lopez,
Tom Newton (maternity cover)

The City Classroom Gemma Bhagalia,
Marisa Blissett (maternity cover)
Press & Marketing Manager Keith Turner
Development Manager Carrie Carruthers
Programme Manager Early Years
Liza Foster
Artists in residence Sophie Cullinan
Dave ‘Stickman’ Higgins
Company Administrator Kamini Chhana
Project Co-ordinator Liga Orlovska
Marketing Assistant Symran Palak
Events Support
Maya Biswas, Lucy Chamberlain
Associate Festival Director Tony Reekie

Income September 2018 - March 2020
Arts Council & LCC Grant

35%

Other Project Grants

32%

Fundraising & Sponsorship

11%

Earned Income

23%

Total income for the year

Director Adel Al-Salloum

£719,684

Expenditure September 2018 - March 2020

Board of Trustees
Mike Candler (Chair)
Mahmood Reza (Treasurer)
Karen Birch
Laura Guthrie
Jasbir Mann
Vijay Mistry
Aashish Parmar
Jon Prest
Akshay Sharma
Vital Spark Steering Group
Jenny Williams
Nikki Charlesworth
Tony Reekie
Tony Graves

Library Activity

28%

Festival & Schools Activity

13%

Vital Spark & Other Project Activity

14%

Patron Tim Crouch

Core & Project Staff

33%

Cost of Fundraising

4%

Overheads

8%

De Monfort University Student placements
Emma Allars
Bethany Chilvers
Emma-Louise Lewis

Total expenditure for the year

£748,553

A copy of our published accounts can be supplied on request.

Spark Photographer Pamela Raith
Report design Mooli

< Family Takeover at BRITE
Enjoying drop in activities programmed by family groups in the community
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Our Partners
UK Kids’
The

mooli

Funders

George Ernest Ellis Foundation • 29th May 1961 Charitable Trust • P&C Hickinbotham Trust, •
D'Oyly Carte Charitable Trust • John Salmon Foundation • Leicestershire & Rutland Community Foundation
Persimmon Homes Building Futures • Maud Elkington Charitable Trust • Austin and Hope Pilkington Trust
Writing East Midlands • Leicestershire & Rutland Masonic Charitable Association
Thanks to our Donors: Celerica Ltd, LENCASS, Next, Maber Associates Ltd, Miller Partnership,
Moss Solicitors, Nelsons Law, Tesco Bags of Help, Torr Waterfield, WQE College students
Partner Venues: Attenborough Arts Centre • Belgrave Neighbourhood Centre • The Brite Centre • Curve
Leicester Gallery • Leicester Print Workshop • New Walk Museum & Art Gallery • Pedestrian
Phoenix • Pork Pie Library & Community Centre • St Barnabas Library • The Y Theatre • Two Queens

We are proud to be the lead partner of Leicester(shire)'s
Cultural Education Partnership www.cityclassroom.org

Contact Us

The Spark Arts for Children, LCB Depot, 31 Rutland Street, Leicester LE1 1RE
Tel: 0116 261 6893 Email: info@thesparkarts.co.uk

Online: thesparkarts.co.uk

SparkArtsFestival

@thesparkarts
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